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Phishing, Ransomware, BEC are
things we never want to personally
experience. One email is all it takes
to destroy your business.
The challenge of email-borne cyberattacks is not a
new one. It’s a global epidemic that is crippling
businesses, destroying reputations and having
devastating economic repercussions.

EVERY COMPANY HAS HAPPY CLICKERS

MULTI-LAYERED SECURITY

BOOSTING OFFICE 365 SECURITY

“Every company has at least one employee
who will click on anything, and that is pretty
hard to protect against.”

Experts agree that a multi-layered approach
to email security is required. Gartner reports
that ‘35% of client organizations that move to
Office 365 are supplementing its natively
available email security capabilities with a
third-party product.’

Businesses want a simple solution that
enhances the value in Microsoft 365 by
adding a specialist email solution to their
security stack, without the need to train endusers or to configure and manage another
admin console.

Brad Smith,
Microsoft President & Chief Legal Officer

MailGuard 365
A world-first evolutionary approach that is
collaborative by design, MailGuard 365 re-scans for
new threats, inspecting email after it passes through
your Microsoft Office 365 security stack and any other
3rd party email security vendors. It's the last check
before your staff could make a catastrophic mistake.

STOP CRIMINAL INTENT EMAILS

EVIDENCE-BASED REPORTING

ACCELERATED PROTECTION

Phishing, ransomware, BEC are things we
never want to personally experience. Working
on the inside of Office 365, MailGuard 365 rescans & stops email threats after they have
passed through Office 365, providing added
protection for your business.

With its new evolutionary approach,
MailGuard 365 is last to inspect emails,
allowing for evidence-based reporting that
demonstrates its stopping power, and
complementing upstream services like the
Microsoft 365 security stack and any 3rdparty vendors.

Speed is the new currency, and MailGuard
365 leads the market in finding & stopping
threats that may have slipped past Office
365 security. It stops advanced criminal
intent email threats from reaching enduser inboxes.

MailGuard 365 + Office 365
Exclusive to the Microsoft Marketplace, MailGuard 365 is a cloud-based
email security solution made better together by our collaboration with
Microsoft to meet the needs of Office 365 users. The world-class product
combines 18+ years of specialized email security expertise and IP from
MailGuard, with the best of Microsoft Azure and ML/ AI.

SINGLE-CLICK ACTIVATION
Activate enterprise-wide protection within a
minute. No download required as MailGuard 365
works from the cloud and is activated with your
Microsoft credentials. Your organization is
protected with a single click, with advanced criminal
intent email threats stopped immediately.

NO END-USER TRAINING
Designed to provide peace of mind for your endusers, MailGuard 365 operates in stealth within the
native Office 365 environment. Threats are instantly
moved to users’ junk and deleted items folders, so
no additional training is required.

EASY FOR ADMINS AND PARTNERS
For admins and partners it’s easy too. No
configuration is required for set-up, and there’s no
quarantine email to manage, or consoles to
administer. Whitelists and blacklists in Office 365
are honored.

Customer success:
Capitol Health
“The number of emails that an additional layer of email security like
MailGuard stops is huge – on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis.
Just like every other organisation, we have happy clickers. You can’t
stop or track what each employee is clicking every single minute of
the day, so you must have the right protection in place to ensure that
peace of mind.
MailGuard does this for us.”
– HEAD OF IT, CAPITOL HEALTH

FIRST TO STOP TARGETED EMAIL THREATS

ENHANCED EMAIL SECURITY

RELIABILITY IS VITAL

“When it comes to managing cyber threats,
Capitol Health’s goal is to bridge the gap
between speed of attack and speed of
defence, and to maintain the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of data and business
operations.”

“We were using native Office 365 email filtering and
needed to add a specialist cloud email security
solution. Email threats are getting more
sophisticated, so the best way to prepare for that is
with multi-layered email security that uses a best-inbreed solution to defend our company’s inboxes.
That’s why we have MailGuard in place.”

Combining 18+ years of email security
experience and IP with the best of
Microsoft Azure, “[MailGuard] provides
secure and stable infrastructure, plus it
provides exceptional customer service.”

Channel partner success:
CyberRisk
“ I literally just turned it on...
The experience could not be easier! "
– SENIOR CONSULTANT, CYBERRISK
On top of MailGuard 365’s stopping power, Microsoft partner CyberRisk
appreciated the single-click activation & native Office 365 user
experience. It freed up time and resources for them to invest elsewhere.

COMPLEMENTING MICROSOFT 365

PROTECTING SENSITIVE DATA

SIMPLE SET UP & NO TRAINING REQUIRED

CyberRisk is a trusted Microsoft partner that
provides information security solutions to manage
clients' risks. So it was concerning when clients using
Office 365 reported email threats slipping past their
existing security filters. MailGuard 365 was a perfect
solution, with daily evidence-based reports
demonstrating the additional threats stopped.

Our clients have sensitive data to protect. For
example, a leading real estate firm’s day-today operations were being disrupted as they
were receiving email threats that weren't
"being filtered by their incumbent provider,
putting them at risk.”

Best of all, MailGuard 365 is simple to set up with
minimal disruption to clients. Activated with a
single-click using your Microsoft credentials, no
MX-record change is needed. Plus it works in the
native Office 365 environment, so no end-user
training is required.

Get protected now.
Start your 30-day free evaluation to see the
additional threats that MailGuard 365 stops:
Azure.MailGuard365.com
AppSource.MailGuard365.com
Learn more:
www.mailguard365.com

